Cataract surgery and methods of wound closure: a review

Abstract: Clear corneal incisions are routinely used in cataract surgery, but watertight wound closure may not always be achieved, which can increase the risk for anterior chamber fluid egress or ocular surface fluid ingress. A new US Food and Drug Administration-approved ocular sealant appears to have good efficacy in sealing clear corneal incisions; its use may be indicated when wound integrity is in question.
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Introduction

Sutureless clear corneal incisions (CCIs) have become the standard of care when performing routine cataract surgery due to multiple advantages; these advantages include the decreased induction of corneal astigmatism from a suture, reduced cost of surgery without a suture, and the relative ease of creating a presumed watertight corneal incision. However, there is a concern that leaving incisions without definitive closure may increase the risk for wound leaks.

Current evidence suggests that anterior chamber content egress is not uncommon. One study found that in 100 cases, almost one-third of the incisions leaked. Another case report demonstrated fluid egress in a seemingly watertight 1.4 mm CCI. There is also a documented case of iris prolapse through the CCI, 2 weeks after cataract surgery, due to postoperative (PO) vomiting. During the early PO period, intraocular pressure (IOP) fluctuation may be common since patients may inadvertently rub their eye, dab instilled eye medications from their eye, or squeeze their eyelids; lid squeezing has been demonstrated to produce IOP spikes up to 110 mmHg. Even if nominal or no pressure is applied to the eye, wound leaks may still occur. In a recent multicenter study comprising 487 patients receiving single-plane incisions, fluid egress was observed in 97.6% of patients when #1.0 ounce force (0.278 Newtons) was applied and in 48.8% of patients prior to pressure application. The concern is that a wound that is not watertight may potentially signify a pathway for pathogen entry into the anterior chamber with each blink or eyelid squeeze. A leaking CCI on the first PO day was associated with a 44-fold increased risk of endophthalmitis. Of particular concern is the potential for hypotony, which can create a relative vacuum and possibly result in poor wound stability with an increased risk of infection or toric intraocular lens (IOL) rotation. Eyes with an IOP less than 5 mmHg are especially susceptible to wound gapes. Even an IOP less than 10 mmHg (observed in 11% or 7/64 patients in one study) could cause wound separation. Hypotony can be present during the first 24 PO hours in the presence of a seemingly watertight sutureless incision.
Certain situations may further weaken the CCI and make it more prone to leaking. These include complicated cataract surgeries with prolonged surgical time or increased manipulation through the incision noted in the presence of mature cataracts, zonular dehiscence, or zonular laxity. In addition, phacotrabeculectomy, vitrectomy, and laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) may cause wound compromise. LASIK, especially hyperopic LASIK because of the associated peripheral thinning, can weaken the cornea and compromise wound healing. Case reports in the literature document ocular complications during routine vitrectomy, including retinal detachment, resulting from a fluid leak through the cataract wound created 0–14 days prior to the vitreoretinal surgery. Definitive wound closure is important in these cases. It is also important to achieve a watertight seal in patients with diabetes or immunocompromised individuals, who can be at an increased risk of infection. Patients who are monocular or are methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus positive may also benefit from a watertight incision.

Identifying the leak: Seidel testing

Seidel testing is the most common method used to test for leaks. During this test, fluorescein is applied to the incision and the surgeon looks for fluid egress. The reliability of Seidel testing has been in question because there have been several reported instances where Seidel testing was negative (suggesting no leak) in the presence of wound gaping.

During a modified Seidel test, the surgeon often uses a Weck-Cel sponge to apply an unknown amount of force to the edge of the incision while looking for a leak. One of the problems with this technique is the lack of standardization of the amount of force applied to determine the presence of a leak. One study developed an ocular force gauge to apply a known amount of pressure to the wound. The results from this study showed that one ounce force was sufficient to cause approximately 90% (20/22) of the main corneal biplane incisions and side port incisions to leak. At the conclusion of surgery, it appears that applying one ounce force using this ocular force gauge may be more useful in determining fluid egress than the subjective application of the Weck-Cel sponge.

Methods to minimize wound leaks

Block anesthesia

Topical anesthetics are short-lived and allow patients to blink or squeeze their eyes; block anesthesia that lasts up to 4 hours has been suggested to reduce leaks. The effectiveness of block anesthesia is unlikely to last long enough to prevent potential complications related to wound instability because the integrity of incisions could still be compromised up to 1 week postoperatively. Moreover, there are additional increased risks associated with block anesthesia including increased cost and increased patient discomfort.

Intracameral antibiotics

In two large studies, one in Sweden and the other in Portugal, intracameral antibiotics were suggested to be one of the main reasons for the low rates of negative sequelae that may be associated with wound compromise. However, routine use of intracameral antibiotics in the US has not been adopted. There are no ready-to-use US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved intracameral antibiotics. There may be risks, such as toxic anterior segment syndrome (TASS), associated with the reconstitution of antibiotic solutions originally indicated for external use.

Corneal incision architecture

Incision architecture is known to have an effect on wound leakage. Several studies have reported that stepped three-plane square incisions can minimize leaks. However, creating a perfectly square three-plane incision in every case is difficult; one study showed that even when a surgeon aims to create a three-plane incision, the incision will actually be a three-plane incision in a small percentage of eyes (32% in the study in question). In addition, even a properly created triplanar beveled wound may not be strong enough to resist leakage if subjected to external pressures or IOP fluctuations.

The size of the incision may also have an effect on fluid egress. While intuitively a smaller incision size would seem to allow less area for pathogen accumulation, incisions too small may need to be enlarged; this may render them more unstable than larger incisions that were not subject to stretching. Even untouched side port incisions, which are typically very small, did not demonstrate a watertight seal after IOP fluctuation. Therefore, smaller incisions may not necessarily be better at resisting leaks.

Recently, femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery has gained attention in the literature. One study found that the manual and laser incisions had equivalent ability to close wounds. A case report demonstrated that laser-created CCI may leak. Another study found that the laser-created incision was accurately constructed which led to improved wound closure and better predictability of the surgically induced astigmatism. Of note is that the majority of these studies were completed on uncomplicated cases. While more research is needed in this area, current evidence does not support the use of femtosecond lasers as a definitive way to ensure wound closure.
Equipment and techniques

Surgical equipment and techniques play a very important role in reducing the potential for wound leaks. For instance, the material of the blade used to create the corneal incision may affect the structural soundness of the wound and possibly the visual outcome. Diamond blades are generally considered to be sharper and provide more predictable incision configuration than metal blades; one study found that after a 1-month follow-up, the two blade types resulted in different corneal thicknesses but wound healing and surgically induced astigmatism and aberrations were similar between the two groups. Surgeon preference may be a factor in choosing a blade type. In addition, surgeon preference as well as the density of the cataract will likely influence the choice of phacoemulsification needle. An aim to reduce phacoemulsification time and ultrasound energy during cataract surgery is likely to decrease the risk of thermal injury to the wound site and better preserve its integrity; this is especially important to consider with smaller incisions which may be more susceptible to damage from the ultrasound energy. To curtail mechanical damage to the wound site, manual manipulation of the incision needs to be minimized. The phacoemulsification technique may also have an impact on improving wound integrity. One study found that microcoaxial phacoemulsification may be advantageous over biaxial phacoemulsification by providing a more optimal healing arcuate incision configuration; smaller incision angles are considered more favorable in decreasing the chance of wound gapes.

Wound closure: current standards of care

Stromal hydration

Stromal hydration is one of the most frequently used methods to seal sutureless corneal incisions. The literature is divided over the effectiveness of stromal hydration. One study of 80 patients found that stromal hydration was effective. Another study reported a 66.7% leak rate with stromally hydrated incisions. It has been suggested that leaks may occur as the effect of stromal hydration wears off. To this point, it is unclear how long the effects of stromal hydration last; various studies suggest anywhere from 1 day to 1 week. The duration of stromal hydration may vary due to its presumed dependence on the endothelial pumping mechanism for a particular eye. A new hydration technique focusing on hydrating the stromal pocket as opposed to the roof and walls of the incision was associated with significantly less leaking, but this newer technique may carry an additional risk of epithelial damage and/or increased astigmatism. Further research appears warranted in this area.

There are some potential negative effects from stromal hydration. Hydrating the incision was reported in one study to increase corneal staining, corneal edema, and anterior chamber reaction, and to decrease visual acuity. There is a risk of an increase in IOP, especially if a patient already has endothelial cell dysfunction. Localized Descemet’s membrane detachment is sometimes associated with stromal hydration, although some surgeons argue for other factors contributing to this complication. One study points out that stromal hydration may have little, if any, added value since hydrating the incision occurs inherently during surgery.

Sutures

Sutures are routinely used when a leak is observed at the completion of surgery. It is not clear whether sutured incisions allow a better or similar seal when compared with stromal hydration. Sutured incisions have been reported to leak in 23.8% (5/21) of cases when less than or equal to one ounce force was applied to the wound; with provocation, as high as 34% of sutures have been noted to leak. Even without provocation, one study suggested that approximately 67% (6/9) of human globes receiving a single radial suture to seal a two-plane incision may have a disrupted or weakened wound site. In addition, loose or broken sutures are more susceptible to leaks and infections, whereas tight sutures may distort the wound, increase astigmatism, and reduce visual acuity.

The application of sutures is time consuming, and associated with various complications including subconjunctival hemorrhage, eye irritation, and foreign body sensation. On histological examination, sutures were associated with substantial tissue injury and vacuole development. While the suture is designed to seal the wound, sutures can change wound architecture to the point where they provide an increased risk of infection.

Several studies have recognized the increased risk of suture-related complications and strongly advocate for early removal of nonabsorbable sutures as soon as epithelialization has occurred. In one study, 12.6% (23/183) of eyes required earlier and unscheduled suture removal due to infection, foreign body sensation, conjunctival injection, astigmatism, or an elevated, loose, or broken suture. Bringing the patient back for suture removal has been seen by some as inconvenient for the patient, time consuming for the surgeon, and costly, while increasing the risk for infection. One study reported that in 66.7% (2/3) of cases, there was a resultant corneal infection after removing a broken suture.
Wound closure products
It is evident that current standard of care for wound closure techniques are inadequate; there is a need for better and more definitive wound closure. A means of closure that is non-toxic, noninflammatory, and nondisruptive to surrounding tissue would be ideal if it did not induce astigmatism, create opacities, or cause neovascularization.\textsuperscript{5,54,55} It would need to be prepared and applied easily, quickly, and efficiently with the ability to secure a watertight seal until re-epithelialization occurs.\textsuperscript{5,14,54,55} The ideal product would have to be biocompatible, biodegradable, and transparent while still providing easy visualization during application.\textsuperscript{14,55} The following section outlines some wound closure products.

Cyanocrylate
Cyanocrylate is similar to “super glue”\textsuperscript{56} and it has been used alone or as a component of another adhesive in sealing wounds in ophthalmology.\textsuperscript{43,56}

Advantages
One of the main advantages of cyanocrylate is that it is an extremely strong adhesive with the ability to seal incisions and withstand the highest IOP.\textsuperscript{57,58} In addition, cyanocrylate has demonstrated good bacteriostatic activity.\textsuperscript{56,59}

Disadvantages
Despite cyanocrylate having a bacteriostatic effect, infections were still visualized underneath the adhesive.\textsuperscript{56} In addition, cyanocrylate has been shown to be toxic,\textsuperscript{56} opaque,\textsuperscript{56} inflexible,\textsuperscript{43} inflammatory,\textsuperscript{43,56,58} and cannot be reabsorbed.\textsuperscript{56} Cyanocrylate has been associated with necrosis, fibrosis, foreign body sensation, irritation, discomfort, and hyperemia with debris visibly present inside the wound.\textsuperscript{57,58} Also, it may not allow sufficient time for repositioning.\textsuperscript{43}

Fibrin
Fibrin is another sealant that has been studied and used in ophthalmology.

Advantages
Fibrin is considered flexible, nontoxic, noninflammatory, biodegradable over weeks, and promotes wound healing through collagen cross-linking.\textsuperscript{56–60} Fibrin can prevent egress of fluid but probably only with modest pressure.\textsuperscript{51,61}

Disadvantages
Fibrin has been shown to be a relatively weaker adhesive when compared to cyanocrylate.\textsuperscript{58,59} It is also not bacteriostatic but may be utilized to transport antibiotics.\textsuperscript{59} Fibrin is expensive and requires preparation.\textsuperscript{56,58,62} There is also an increased potential risk of viral and prion disease transmission.\textsuperscript{56,62}

Corneal welding
Corneal welding has been studied in sealing clear corneal cataract incisions.

Some of the noted advantages of corneal welding is that it takes 25–45 seconds to weld and provides good astigmatism control without substantial inflammation.\textsuperscript{63,64} A disadvantage of corneal welding is that it requires very careful application of light-absorbing dyes because they are dangerous and toxic if allowed to enter the anterior chamber.\textsuperscript{51,64} In addition, welding is known to denature collagen fibers through heat.\textsuperscript{60} This can result in tissue shrinkage of the cornea which may distort the cornea and reduce visual acuity.\textsuperscript{60} Histology studies show that collagen fibers were not parallel in eyes receiving corneal welding.\textsuperscript{64} Solders, which use similar principles, are often not flexible.\textsuperscript{50}

Polyethylene glycol-based products
Polyethylene glycol (PEG)-based compounds have gained attention in the recent literature because they have many of the requirements for an ideal wound closure product. They are biocompatible and have been frequently used in artificial tears and contact lenses.\textsuperscript{5,56} As with any new product, the main downside is cost, but with time this is likely to be less of an issue.\textsuperscript{56}

OcuSeal\textsuperscript{®} liquid adhesive ocular bandage (Beaver-Visitec International, Ltd., Oxfordshire, UK; Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) was tested in human cadaver eyes and corneal incisions showed no sign of egress at the highest IOP (246 mmHg).\textsuperscript{65} OcuSeal was applied to CCIs in human subjects and was compared with incisions that only received stromal hydration and to incisions that only received sutures.\textsuperscript{14} The results showed that the ocular bandage was safe and provided more definitive wound closure when compared to stromal hydration and resulted in less astigmatism and less foreign body sensation when compared to sutures.\textsuperscript{14} The preparation and application of the liquid adhesive was fast (less than 30 seconds) and it was found to be quick and easy to use.\textsuperscript{14} OcuSeal is currently CE (European Conformity) marked but not FDA-approved.

The main disadvantage to using OcuSeal was that it cured too fast to allow sufficient time for proper application.\textsuperscript{14} More studies are warranted using this adhesive to determine clinical applicability.

To date, the ReSure\textsuperscript{®} Sealant (Ocular Therapeutix, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA) is the most studied PEG sealant, with the
largest trials performed on human subjects in the PEG-based sealant group. The ReSure Sealant is a PEG hydrogel polymer made up of PEG, trilysine, buffering salts, and water. A blue color is present to improve visualization during application but dissipates in hours, leaving a transparent hydrogel over the incision. The ReSure Sealant is a single-use product that is mixed and applied within several seconds, and polymerizes in less than 30 seconds. The sealant was considered easy to apply 99.7% of the time. The ReSure Sealant is currently FDA-approved for the management of CCI wound leaks and the prevention of fluid egress after cataract surgery.

In the early PO period, the ReSure Sealant was reported to maintain IOP anywhere from 11 to 29 mmHg, higher than a control group where IOP was 5–23 mmHg. Elevated IOP and reduced VA were reported as less likely to occur in the ReSure group when compared with a control group. The sealant was also significantly better than sutures at averting fluid egress in the first 7 days after cataract surgery. Single-plane incisions receiving the ReSure Sealant leaked 4.1% of the time, whereas those receiving sutures leaked 34.1% of the time. This is likely because the ReSure Sealant is more effective at capturing leaks. Sutures only put point tension on the wound, so the wound can still open on either side of the suture, whereas the sealant covers the entirety of the incision.

The ReSure Sealant is able to keep wounds apposed because of its ability to maintain a smooth, elastic layer on the de-epithelialized surface and only sloughs off in tears once the tissue has fully regenerated. The sealant is soft and lubricious which precludes the need for a bandage contact lens. The ReSure Sealant exhibited good healing, safety, and comfort. Unlike fibrin adhesives, the sealant does not carry a risk of viral transmission due to its synthetic nature. Unlike sutures, the sealant demonstrated lower device-related complications and less need for premature removal. If necessary, premature removal of the hydrogel sealant, without damaging the corneal bed, is possible with forceps.

**Discussion**

CCLs often are not watertight at the conclusion of cataract surgery and this has been reported to increase the risk of anterior chamber fluid egress. Current methods used to minimize wound leaks do not provide definitive wound closure and may result in other risks. Current wound closure standards seem inadequate. The effectiveness of stromal hydration has been questioned and its duration may vary depending on the patient’s corneal endothelial function. Sutures may not always prevent leaks and have been associated with complications including astigmatism and increased infection risk. The development of wound closure products is driven by the concerns raised by the current standards of care; of these products, the PEG group has shown the most promise. The ReSure Sealant is an FDA-approved PEG hydrogel product with studies showing its safety and efficacy in preventing leaks after cataract surgery, with a study demonstrating its ability to prevent leaks significantly better than sutures. Compared to stromal hydration, the ReSure Sealant sloughs off when the tissue re-epithelializes as opposed to stromal hydration, which may be dependent on the patient’s endothelial pumping mechanism. Compared to sutures, the ReSure Sealant’s smooth surface and its natural ability to slough off once the tissue re-epithelializes decreases device-related adverse events.

An appropriate sealant would be helpful for a large number of patients including those having complex cataract surgeries, and those with an increased risk of potential complications from wound leaks. Complex cataract cases include patients with floppy iris syndrome, since additional wound manipulation may cause the incision to stretch or gape during surgery. Cataract patients with previous glaucoma-filtering surgery may also benefit from a watertight incision to minimize IOP fluctuations or hypotony. Furthermore, post-radial keratotomy, LASIK, and photorefractive keratectomy patients are more vulnerable to complications and would benefit from more definitive wound closure. In general, previous ocular surgeries or combined ocular surgeries put patients at higher risk for incision leaks and would benefit from sealant use. Monocular patients, patients with diabetes, and immunocompromised individuals, such as those undergoing chemotherapy or receiving long-term systemic steroids, would also benefit from definitive wound closure. Wound leaks should also be minimized in those affected by methicillin-resistant *S. aureus* and autoimmune disorders. In addition, obese patients appear to experience more IOP fluctuations and are at an increased risk for wound leaks. Patients with mental disabilities, dementia, and Alzheimer’s may not be able to follow PO instructions, such as avoiding eye rubbing, and would benefit from sealant application.

It will also be beneficial to use a sealant in patients who desire the best refractive results. An incision that is not adequately sealed may increase the risk of IOL decentration, potentially affecting the clinical outcome. A study on human cadaver eyes demonstrated that a toric IOL can rotate anywhere from 5.8 to 41 degrees depending on the extent of the wound leak; this amount of rotation can decrease the effectiveness of the toric IOL and negatively impact visual outcomes. Those patients electing an advanced technology IOL such as a toric lens or an accommodative presbyopia-correcting lens may be good candidates for sealant use to better
ensure the stability of the lens position.\textsuperscript{46} Avoiding sutures and stromal hydration in patients paying a premium for these IOLs would appear prudent to minimize the potential adverse events associated with sutures\textsuperscript{48} and stromal hydration.\textsuperscript{37}

**Conclusion**

Definitive wound closure is critical to the overall success of cataract surgery. Current standards of care, such as stromal hydration and sutures, do not appear to provide sufficient wound integrity to guarantee a definitive seal. They have also been associated with unwanted adverse events. The new FDA-approved PEG hydrogel sealant may offer ophthalmic surgeons a better means of wound closure by improving wound integrity and reducing the potential for adverse events.
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